As a JKS/Active schools karate student you can now apply to attend our very first Sports Karate Development day taking place at our HQ in Dunfermline on Saturday June 29th from 1.00 - 2.30pm.

The aim of this session is to introduce any students interested in learning and developing what it takes to be a competitor in karate.

The session will concentrate on explaining and developing the skillsets needed and what the next steps would be to get involved in competition.

The session is only open to Active Schools students allowing everyone in attendance to learn together without hesitation of perhaps more advanced students being involved.

There will be a maximum of 40 spaces available.

If you wish to book a space for your child then please complete the attached slip below and forward to the HQ as soon as possible to avoid disappointment.

The class will require a booking fee of £5, payable when booking. No equipment needed, only karate suit.

Name: ..............................................................................................................................

School: ..........................................................................................................................

Age: .......................................................... Belt Colour: ..........................................

Parent Sign: ..................................................................................................................

Tel: .......................................................... Fee Paid: ..................................................
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